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00100 To* Ed Fomalont, Eric Greisen, Bill cotton# Walter Jaffe, Arnold
00200 Rots and Jim Torson
00300
00400 From* Thijs van der Hulst 
0050^
00600 Subjects Experiences with Alps 
00702
00800 During the present (September 1981) visit t'O the VLa I have
00900 been usina Alps and the Vax system quite extensively.
01000 Diiiring my data reduction session I developed the habit Of writing
01i£*> notes on the last pages of my note boo* about all the features of
01200 Alps that I would have used had they been available. I wrote a few
014«*0 thinas in the official note book, but decided to generate a somewhat
01500 more extensive list of points and be more descriptive than I might
016^# otherwise have been,
01715$
01800
01900 The feature of Alps that gave me the most trouble all the time
02009 is the fact that parameters are global. The possibility of having
02100 the s^ve and get files helps a lot because you can save and recall
022^0 the inputs that you defined specifically for one or another step in
0230# the data reduction, but you still have to keep your own bookkeeping
024*50 of these files. If you are doing a lot of processing like on snapshots#
025*W different programs will run at the same timer e.g. UVl o d , UVSRT,
026t>tf UvMAp, APCkN# CNTR and things like IMEa N and PRTH1, Each program will
02700 have different parameters because they pertain to different fields in
02800 a different stage of the reduction. Although getting and saving the
0290® individual get files for the individual programs is certainly pos-
0300# slble (provided you remember where you put things) it would be a
03100 million times easier if the system did this for you.
03200
03300 I understand that task shedding is really task shedding, so that
0340^ (at least the way things are set up now) it becomes very cumbersome
0350«* if at all possible to have tasks communicate back to the user
036*iW <i.e . Alpsl and Aips2) about their status other than dumping every
03700 thlriq one one screen. I found It very awkward to have to try to find
03800 the result of a source fit amidst the dozens of lines that the task
039w* that rane for the other Alps user produced.If there is a way to give
04etft) each user his own task status monitor than please implement it, 1 am
0410<J sure it would make many people very happy,
04200
04 30** When many people are on the machine, or many tasks and verbs are
04400 running, the response of the TV for things like TVTRANS and TVPSEWDO
045v3# becomes awkwardly slow, whether one can do something about that I do
04603 not know, but I found It very hard to "fine tune" a transfer function
04700 when the display does not almost Immediately respond to the trackball. 
04800
04900 To stay with the display system; a few suggestions are
05000 • mafce a "hole" in the center of the cursor so you can see where you
05100 point it
052*>0 - give the user the option to have a cursor with lines that run over
05300 the full screen: handy for defining large windows
£5400 * use one of the overlay planes to give the cursor's position directly
05500 on the screen close to the cursor itself so that you do not loose
0560^ that information when you zoom the image.
05700 - built in the possibility to steer the cursor to a specified position
053t'tf - to make (iRfcYS smart enough to read the transfer function so that
059U0 you can get a copy of the currently displayed map in more or less
060f-w tf»e same fashion as you see 11 on the screen
06100
06200 A row of other options that I would have liked to have at my
/»« •> f * .? i •>»«** . . • < - ...
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365^^ - the possibility to plot fiducial marks (star positions etc.) on 
1 1 ^ ?  contour plots* The imps plot version has that option which 1 would 

use quite frequently. 
i')68fc** • a little more information on the contour plots would be welcomes 

the scale in "/mm, one wore decimal place for the contours* the 
’■iltttf date and maybe even the time.
tT7200 - since every map qets its own beam, why not have an entry In the

wap header that tells you which beam goes with it* The advantage is 
114^0 that programs like APC^N could be made smart, read the header and

use the appropriate beam unless maybe the user indicate* otherwise* 
•17600 An0ther advantage is that the IMEAn program can be imPr°ved to 
J1703 calculate fluxes from dirty maps by reading the beam, integrating 
118^0 over the appropriate area and dividing the dirty map integral by it. 
379*>W - APcLN might have a little subprogram that calculates the rms after 

each minor cycle, what about making a PCIiN really interactive and 
‘11100 have the user "push a button" when he is satisfied with the 

residual map on the display?
£3300 “ IMfIt is a very helpful addition that I used a lot* T^o remarks: 
aw4&<d its output does not indicate which map it worked on, and could 
**500 it be made smart enough to find the strongest source* fit it#
0860# subtract it and then go on if wanted to the next strongest source? 
*1170# • an option in PRTCC to print only from component n to m and if 
<118(40 necessary skip every k'th component
#89@i3 - since the clean beam and and the number if clean iterations is 
0000# put in the map header* why not also the total cleaned flux? 
ill 100 - let PKlo default to a higher value, jf the user wants his 
£92&& message file he can always set Pftio t° a lower value* or ask 
09300 the user when he exits whether he wants his messages# ahd destroy 

them when he says no. 
dl500 * a program to list fits headers from the tape on the printer to 
09600 have an index of your tape 
9B700

X hope that this list of some of the things I missed the most 
10106 helps to further develop the Alps system. (1 do not like the name 
1020® but that is not important)


